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Abstract: Family is the basic unit of society. Human had possessed it from wildlife
time and this is the only unit of society that belongs to barbarian status of mankind.
Family is an universal entity which consist of husband , wife & their children.  In Indian
Context family has larger in size with respect to western societies. Indian family consist
of people from three generations and generally called as  joint family.  Ancient Hindu
Social scientist had has faith in this institution and explained it in full swing in their
writings."Ram Charitra Manas" is also one of the ancient text and Hindu has have faith
over it and tried to follow the teaching of Manas. 'Ram Charitr Manas' has been written
by Goswami Tulsidas in 15th century and Tulsidas had narrated the story of lord Ram
and Tulsidas was Ram`s devotee. By his writing he had tried make reforms in his
contemporary society.
Key Words:  Human, Wildlife, Unit of society, Barbarian status, Universal, Generation, Society.
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            In this way, Tulsidas had  touched basic unit
of society; family institution too. He had described
the relation in detail and put forward the ideal theme
of every relation that consolidated the institution.
He described the relation of husband and wife,
father-son, mother- son, brother- brother etc. He had
taken in account the proper functional aspect of
every relations of the family that strengthen the
institution. He  had not only described  inter family
relations of  lord Rama but also  described the feature
of  Maharaj Ravan`s family and then established
the ideal norms and regulations  that helps to intact
that institution and finally the society. One more
very important aspect of tulsidas writing  that has
been described by legend of Hindi literature Prof.
Ram Kumar Verma that is " Tulsidas never imagine
about such a character,  whereby  there is increase
in malpractices and  malicious practices with in
society. Evan he attempted beautifully to depict
passionate qualities in increasing virtues."1 This
marked the approach of goshwami Tulsidas about
the society and its components and family is not
only an integral  constituent of society but also the
corner stone of the society. Goshwami jee is
enlighten the this basic instrument in his marvelous
writing "Ram Charitra Mans".

Since it is very clear fact that goshwame
jee had have a great faith in ancient Indian tradition
of varna system, ashram system, sanskar system and
family and clan system as described in his text. Here
we are dealing with his perceptions regarding family
institution that is' older form of Ancient Indian
family system' the joint family.

From Indian texts like grih sutra, manu
smriti and writings of modern Indian historians the
family can be analyzed properly under these heads
which are joint family; status of head of the family
(dqyi); status of women in family; status of family
relations and status of guru (xq:) in family.

1. Joint Family- There are description of
three families in Ram Charitra Manas and these
are Dasrath`s family, Janak Family and Maharj
Ravan family. Generally  We find one thing common
as per description given by Tulsidas that at time
happiness or sadness all member were looking
together that replicate the fact that there is unity in
family and with the emotions the clan everybody
could find out in single premises. For example, when
bharat decided to go to forest to lord Rama all
belongings to clan were ready to join Bharat.
"?kj ?kj ltfga ckgu ukukA gj"kq gǹ; ijHkkr i;kuk"2
 This implicate that the people related to clan and
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subject of ayadya were ready to set for forest.
Similarly when ram- ravan war was on then, we
find that, all kinship & relatives of ravana stood
agaist Rama, s they were well aware about the result
of battle. For example Mama Mareech, Ahiravan,
In laws of both Ravana & his son Meghnath. One
instance  noticeable, when Supnakha was injured
by Rama then the whole rakshas dynesty have the
same voice to take revenge of that,
lqur lHkkln mBs vdqykbZA leq>kbZ xbZ ckg mBkbZ ||3

This shows the unity in the family and clan
that member are aware about the status of family
and also about their role towards the family. Here
Tulsidas emphasizes the role of family and
importance of this institution for society as well as
for individual too. Hare it looks that family not
giving food and shelter but also providing its
member mental and physical support. All the heads
were working thinking and working for betterment
of other family members.

2. Status of Head of Family (dqyi)-
Head of family also had have very important role in
joint family. He had to be very careful and watchful
about all family proceedings. When Maharani
Kekaii was persisting for ram`s exile, king tried
his level best to satisfied her and when Rama came
to know about and became ready for forest then king
got fainted and on bed and at the last he passed way
ruq ifjgfj j?kqcj fcjg¡ jkÅ x;Å lqj/kke || 4

After the death of Dasrath Maharanee
kauslya became the head of family and tried  her
level best to preaches the duty of  Bharat towards
subjects of ayodhya whereas her husband died and
her son was in forest for 14 years. "Hkjrgw¡ ekrq ldy
leq>kbZ dgh iwj.k Jqfr dFkk lqgkbZ|5
When  Lord Shiva`s bow was not lifted by any one
during the "Swayamber" then Maharaja Janak was
deeply shocked that her daughter had to live without
marriage. " uìUg fcyksdh tudq vdqykus cksys cpu
jks"k t.kw dkBsA
vc tfu ek[kS HkV ekuh| chj fcghu ekfg eSa tkuh||
rktgw¡ vkl fut fut xg̀ tkgw| fy[kk u fcf/k cSnsfg
fcckgw ||6

Similarly; we notice Maharaj Ravana was
also taking care for his family. He was careful for
all comfort for his brother Kumbhakarana`s long
sleep, his younger brother was his main advisor  and
in case of his sister he was throghs all his kingdom.
  So, in each aspect of his writing Tulsidas was very
careful for avoiding the norms regarding family
institution whether it was the family of Rama or on
the contrary Ravan`s family. The flow of power and
duties of head of family shown by goshwamee jee
is similar to voice of Indian texts and tradition.

3. Status of women in family- Regarding
this heading there are diverse views of scholars that
Tulsidas was not did the justice to women in his
text. But it is very clear that the female actor of
Ram Charitr Manas had have power and authority
which had been used by them  not only family
matters but also in policy of state too. There are a
lot of incidences in the stiryline of Ram Charitr
mans.

For example Raja Dasrath had decided
with his ministers and Guru to make Rama his
successor but he had to turn down his own decision
after tenacitical behavior of his queen Kakaiyee and
forced to mandate Rama 14 years banishment
whereas he was not survived long with his decision
and passed away. This event tells the story of
practicing the power of a queen.

That means women can change or affecting
the government policy. Again  when Ram and Ravan
battle was on there is a plot  when Ravana was in
his palace and Maharanee Mandodree was trying
to make him aware about the result of war and about
the powers of Rama…
lty u;u dg dj tksjh lqugw¡ çk.kifr fcurh eksjhA
dkUr jke fcjks/k ifjgjgw tkfu euqt tfu gB eu Fk
jgwAA 7
dky naM xfg dkgw u ekjk gjbZ /keZ cy cqf/k fcpkjkA
fudV dky tsfg vkor lkabZ rsfg Hkze gksbZ rqEgkfjfg
ukbZAA8
In this example a women is practing her role as
policy advisor and wife with status of friend. This
shows that wife have the status equivalent to
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husband. Here women did not get success but she
was aware of the circumstances, it means she was
so educated that she understand the warfare quite
easily and could manipulated the result too. It means
that education  was provided to both boys and girls
equally.

Another incidence where Ram is ready for
exile, then Sita Put her wishes before her mother-
in-law that she was also giving company to Rama
during Forest habitation. Maharani Kaushlya and
Rama tried their best to satisfied her not to go in
the forest but she was arguing against and made
her way at last. This event supports the Indian text
where married women duties are explained. And
support the Maxim " support the husband in every
circumstances".  By sita swayamber Tulsidas

So as shown by Tulsidas in Ram Charitr
Manas I am of the view that women has possessed
the authority and power in family structure and they
are aesthetic object in the society but this is the main
feature of medieval period  contemporary to
Tulsidas. So here it is very clear that the views of
Tulsidas  regarding women was very broad and
respectable .

4. Relations- "Society is a web of social
relation"  said by MecIver& Page and it is widly
accepted presumption about the society.  Here prime
thing is to investigate about the social relation.
Social structure is based on social interactions
among the members of society and with a relation
develops. So basis unit of society is social relation.
When baby born he is a biological animal and he
has no sense of culture and relation but as he comes
closer to other he slowly changes from biological
entity to social entity. Family is the first group where
he learnt about the world and stayed there till death.
Family has a number of relations like husband -
wife; father- son; mother- son; brother- brother and
brther- sister etc.  now we are analyzing the work
Tulsidas  under these heads of relations.
1. Husband and wife-  there are some pairs like
Dasrath and his three queens; Janak and his queen,
Ravana and Mandodri, Atri and Ansuiya and the

most important Ram and Sita.
Maharaj Dasrath perform yagya for son

and brought Prasad "kheer" and handed over half
part of Prasad toKauslya and again divided the rest
into two part for respectively to kaikeyee and
sumitra.  This is example of peaceful family life.
How husband and wife solve their family matters.
In case exile of lord Rama none had made any
oppose the decision taken by the king. When an
ambassador had reached Ayodhya Raja took him to
Ranivaas  and shared the news of Rama and
Laxaman with his wives.
 Raja Janak took a vow that Sita would married to
whom who handled the Shiv dhanu, then his wife
stand with him. This again shows a good
coordination in husband wife retation.

During his exile Rama led Sita and
Laxman to Rishi Atri`s ashram. Where they met
maharishi and his wife Ansuiya. Mata Anusuiya is
regarded as idol of Patidharm. She preached Sita
regarding patidharm as described in Vedas and
lectures sants.
tx ifrczrk pkjh fcf/k vgfga csn iqjk.k lar lc
dgfgaA
mÙke ds vl cl eu ekgha  liusgw¡ vku iq:"k tx
ukghaAA
ek/;e ijifr ns[kbZ dSls  Hkzkrk firk iq= fut tSlsAA
/keZ fcpkjh leqf> dqy jgbZ lks fufd"V f=; Jqfr vl
dgbZAA
fcuq volj Hk; rsa jg tksbZ tusgw v/ke ukfj tx
lksbZAA9

Here Anusuiya  describe the classification
of wife and put standreds before Sita and hope to
sita to follow these.

In Lanka, Ravana and Mandodri had have
healthy relations and mandodri was free to advice
him in state matters too. She was trying her best to
avoid the battle between Ram and Ravana for the
sake of her family and ultimately for her the life of
her husband.

Tulsidas is devotee of Lord Rama and Ma
Janki (sita) and the metaphors used by Tulsidas
about the show his devotion too. The character of
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Lord Rama is the central figure of the text and Sita
is beloved
of Rama, therefore the pair of Ram and Sita is most
wonderful and ultimate pair for goshwami jee and
he also did the proper justice to it.
"lksgfr lh; jke dS tksjh Nfc flaxk: eugw¡ ,d
BksjhAA**
"The pair seems such as there is identity of  beauty
and adornment."

By their mutual behavior Tulsidas wants
establish the standred related to husband wife
relation before the  Indian society. Indian culture,
at time of marriage there is a ritual known as
"saptapadee" in which there is provision of  vows
to each other that both mates always stand side by
side in all circumstances. That maxim explained
by Tulsidas jee when Rama started for forest and
Sita was insisting to go with him. Ram stated her
the troubles of forest but Sita had ruled out all his
arguments and made Ram favorable to her.
ik; i[kkjh cSBh r: Nkgha dfjgkÅ ckm eqfnr eu
ekghaAA
Je d.k lfgr ruq ns[ksa dg¡ nq%[k lem çkuifr
is[ksaAA 11

This is incomparable love and affection
Between Ram and Site, which is needful for such
relation, beautifully depicted by Tulsidas Jee in
words. On the other hand, Tolsidas jee also
marvelously delineated the love and affection of
Rama for Sita, when she was became captive and
Ram was searching in the forest.
vkJe nsf[k tkudh fguk Hk, fcdy tl çk—r nhukAA
gk xq.k [kkfu tkudh lhrk :i lhy czr use iquhrkA
gs [kx èx gs e/kqdj Js.kh rqEg ns[kh lhrk èx uSuhAA12

This is excellent example of love and
affection of husband towards his wife. In  Ram
Charitr Manas, Goshwamee jee proved efficiently
that husband and wife are two wheels of household
and super coordination is needed to follow up this
relation. Husband and wife are the real base of
family as well as society too.

2. brother- this relation is also very
important relation to analysis the family institution

in Ram Charitr Manas. Here again Tulsidas jee was
trying to set an example before society. Positivity
and negativity both has been described by Tulsidas
jee like positive approach in case of Ram and Bharat
and Negative in case of Ravana and vibhishan.

When Bharat heard the news of
banishment of Rama for 14 years, then he cursed
her mother and decided to go to forest to meet and
bring back rama from forest to Ayodhya. This
activity of Bharat is must be ideal behavior because
everybody glorify this thought of Bharat to go to
bharat, muni bhardwaj said about him
rqEg rkS Hkjr eksj er ,gw /kjs nsg tuq jke lusgw ||13

This shows degree of affection between
brother and brother in the contemporary society of
Tulsidas is subject to worry, that's why he depicted
such a high degree of affection between Rama and
Bharat and set a paradigm before the society
regarding bhatri prem. He not only wrote about one
side affection but he also narrated the feelings of
Rama towards Bharat, when  laxaman came to know
that Bharat was coming up with huge group towards
destination, laxaman showed his will before Rama
to fight and defeat him but Rama told him…..
Bharat could never be wrong.
Hkjrfg gksbZ u jktqen fcf/k gjh gj in ikbZA
dcgq¡ fd dk¡ph lhdjfu Nhjfla/kq fcuklkbZAA || 231 ||

Extraordinary statement made by Rama in
favor of Bharat shows the approach and dilemma
of Tulsidas regarding this relation . this type of work
of Tulsidas indirectly supports the family institution
and increases its integrity, on which the whole social
system perch, because family is the fundamental unit
of social system, this is a universal fact about family.

In Rama Ravana context, Vibhishana flew
away from Ravana court to take shelter of Rama
and supported him in Rama Ravana battle and plays
important role in defeat of Ravana. Vibhishana
supports Lord Rama but still we find that public
opinion is against him and even Tulsidas had not
tried to praise him in his text. Usually bharateey
jan`s opinion can be understand easily by this phrase
which is often used " ?kj dk Hksnh yadk <kgs ". This
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supports the statement made Prof. Ram kumar
Verma about Tulsidas that Goshwami is avoiding
and rejecting the malpractices and antipathy. In
Sunderkand, Tulsidas had glorified Vibhishana for
his way of living and devotion in "Narayana" but
after words he made a space from him and it is very
clear that he was with the verses  "?kj dk Hksnh yadk
<kgs " that is established mores of Ancient Indian
tradition.

3. Mother and Son- In Ram Charitr
Manas, Goshwami jee  tried explained this relation
under frame which already exit from generations.
That means this is the very first relation of any body,
who bourn. It is assume in Indian tradition that
"Matri-pad" is  higher than the status of "tridev"
configuration of Indian mythology. He also not used
metaphors during explaining this relation.  Maryad
puroshottam pad was established for Rama by
Tulsidas, from this pad Rama  never even
condemned Kakeayyee who was responsible for his
banishment.

In whole Ram Charitr Manas, only once
Ram had shown his Original Roop, churbhuj roop,
before kauslya, otherwise this untold secrecy was
maintained by Tulsidas jee while narrating the
whole story…
nksgk – ns[kjkok ekrfg fut vn~Hkwr :i v[kaMA
jkse jkse çfr ykxs dksfV dksfV czãk.M ||201||14

Matri prem  also literary  delineated by
Tulsidas when Bharat came back to Ayodhya after
the death of Raja Dasrath and Kauslya had ran to
meat him and when Ram came back to Ayodhya
after completing his banishment of 14 years and
the mother as they watch him started running
towards him.
tuw /ksuq ckyd cPN rft xg̀a pj.k cu ijcl xbZaA
fnu var iqj :[k lzor Fkku gqadkj djh /kkor HkbZ||

The mother's love to own child was
undipitable and Tulsidas give full justice with this.

4. Guru status in family- In Indian
Tradition, spiritual teachers have great role in family
or even we can say that they perform their rights as

guardian of the family. This fact had been carried
out by Tulsidas during his writing . even he himself
recalled his guru when he started his work.
cunÅ¡ xq# in dat —ik fla/kq uj:i gjhA
egkeksg re iqat tklq cpu jch dj fudj  ||15

When Raja Dasrath had got aggrieved that
he had have no son for continuation of his clan,
then he straight went to Guru Vashistha for advice
then according to Guru he had started Putr kaam
yagya under the direction of Rishi Shringee;
,d ckj Hkwifr eu ekgha HkS Xykuh eksjsa lwr ukghaA
xq# xg̀ x;m rqjr efgikyk pju ykfx dfj fcu;
fclkyk  ||  16

Once through Vibhishan Tulsidas showed
the impotance of Guru in state affairs too…
lfpo cSn xq# frfu tksa fç; cksyfga Hk; vklA
jkt /keZ ru frfu dj gksbZ csfxfga ukl ||17

Normally Tulsidas avoid in trapping of
political verses but here he gave the statement and
put forward the consequences too. So Tulsidas jee
is also and again did the justice and made his
coherency while writing Ram Charitr Manas with
Indian values and norms regarding this status.

So we find that Tulsi das was well judge
and analyzed by Dr. Ram Kumar Verma. Tulsi das
jee  had abstained himself from his deviation from
established norms and values of Indian culture
regarding this institution and he made strong step
against those deviated from these norms and values.
During medival ear, where Indian culture was
assumes to be fighting for its existence and narrow
mindedness as a result of muslim attack made on
Indian culture to establish their values over Indian
population. Tulsidas had tried established the Indian
values and norms as his own concept of " e;kZnk
iq:"kksÙke". Tulsidas had created a set of references
for his contemporary Indian Hindu society and
taught them to follow the "e;kZnk iq:"kksÙke". Tulsi
das jee tried to  hit the issues of his contemporary
society and put forward the solution and correct
behavior  through by his established character  of
"e;kZnk iq:"kksÙke".
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